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ABSTRACT: Today's world is very competitive in the field of technological invention. Power generation sector is one of the

major sectors in these competitive fields; many researches are undergoing to develop this field to a more and more efficient
one. Today's power generation are mostly dependent on non renewable resource, which is why power generation cost is
higher, have negative environmental impact, less resources to develop new techniques etc. Considering above facts, we are
proposing something different methodology that will replace all these existing difficulties. We design the whole system with
generation unit, control unit, storage unit, and distribution unit. An ultra modern solar array device, smallest in size will give
so far the highest efficiency. Even little sunlight temperature is enough to get optimum output voltage. We develop a hybrid
system including wind turbine unit and fuel cell unit that will give support one another in case of failure. Each unit is
independent but all are interdependent in case of emergencies and integrated all way to the existing power system. Our
control system is very advance to handle each unit. Overall the whole system will reduce carbon emission, dependency on
non renewable source and settle down power sector to a sustainable one. Further discussion of technical terms on each unit,
and engineering economics and management in each unit, is discussed throughout the paper.
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1

INTRODUCTION

No matter what technology we develop, there is always a question raise, "Is the technology environmental friendly,
sustainable, affordable, and reliable one?" Scientist, Engineers, Researcher often have to find solution through these
questions. The world day by day face an increasing challenges when it comes to the term of electricity generation using
alternative resources. Independent studies show us that technological growth rate is much higher than practical
implementation of them. This is due to national budget failure, internal corruption, implementation place shortage, higher
cost compare to efficiency. So this is a big challenge for us to build technology in a sustainable, affordable, reliable way. Here
we discuss solutions on existing difficulties, so that we can reach to a smart power generation.

2

POWER SECTOR SCENARIOS

Most of the bulk power generation systems are based on non-renewable sources. That’s why we see a huge
environmental degradation over last few decades. Switching to alternative resources has become mandatory for the
upcoming days. Statistics show us that only 16% of global final energy consumption comes from renewable energy of which
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2.8% from solar, wind and other renewable sources. This percentage is below our expectation due to lack of innovation in
our technology.

Figure 1: Renewable contribution worldwide 2010.

We see that the lowest percentage is from solar energy. Still we need to put a lot of contribution to increase solar
electricity production [3, 42].

3

WORLDWIDE PLAN

Every country, both government and private sectors are planning to meet electricity crisis and ensure mass electricity
within 2030. In fact government encourages other private sectors, to come together to meet this goal successfully. A
statistics of 2009 says that 79% of the people in the third world, almost 50 poorest nations have no access of electricity even
1.5 billion of world's population have no access of electricity [1, 2, 3].

Figure 2: Required power that can be replaced by Alternative source

4

SOLAR ENERGY STATISTICS AND MODELING

We don’t get constant rate of radiation due to earth's rotation and climate changes. Statistics show us average insolation
2
(KWh/m /day) of sunlight in our country, also daytime sunlight availability [5] [7].

Figure 3: Sunlight duration.
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Figure 4: Average sunlight insolation.

There are different kinds of solar cell technology available and here we propose four junction solar cells technology for
our solar unit. Basically it’s a four junction solar cell that allows sun light to radiate on it with maximum concentration using
concentrated photovoltaic technology with updated sunlight tracking and control system [10]. The device use wafer bonding
as packaging technology on materials of III-V semiconductors to connect two semiconductor crystal at each steps, otherwise
it cannot be produced as high quality crystal due to their structure [11]. A single sub cells absorb different wavelength ranges
of the solar spectrum and produce potential difference at each layer that initiate current (known as dark current according t o
quantum physics. As efficiency is almost double than conventional outcome, so grid integration of the overall system is much
easier in case of mass electricity generation rather than small backup system [12]. Let us show a cell wise output graph of this
solar cell.

Figure 5: Output response of a single solar cell.
Source: Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy System [10]

When sunlight hit cell, it becomes able to take different suitable wavelength due to dispersion of sunlight into different
wavelength because of its unique structure. At each junction layer it creates voltage difference and that produce current,
overall in one directional current. We can calculate theoretically using quantum physics current vs. voltage equations [11,
43].

5

WIND ENERGY STATISTICS AND MODELING

Wind energy system generally converts the wind's kinetic energy into mechanical or electrical energy. From this basic
understanding we can get the energy flow rate of wind power which is an equation of energy flow rate per unit area
proportional to thrice of the air velocity [8, 9]. Another statistics says 5KW generating capacity of wind turbine is good
enough on an average for home usage [6]. Our independent research suggests the horizontal axis wind turbine for their easy
appliance and to achieve the maximum efficiency of 59% to 70% for small house to large wind turbine field especially in the
forest area using that fundamental concept; as velocity is multiplied by thrice itself. On an average 10 to 25 feet in diameter
rotors stands upwards of 30 feet can supply power for home and small business and they can supply below 50KW. In wind
turbine field the size varies depending on the geographical areas. And if we consider the above mentioned things, then we
can utilize even small resource available to setup wind firm to produce electricity [20, 21]. Let us show an area wise wind
speed over a half decade on a particular area.
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Figure 7: Seasonal shape parameters, standard Deviation (k) and scale parameters, c (m/s) X-Axis and Y-axis-velocity.
Source: Data collected, wind velocity analysis [16]

(2005-2009) WIND SPEED
By properly utilizing these data and through this proposed structure, we can extract significant amount of output.

6

FUEL CELL ANALYSIS AND MODELING

One of one greatest advantage of fuel cell technology is that fuel cells are not limited by Carnot efficiency because of their
galvanic nature device. Worldwide in this field, more and more researches are undergoing. Based on our independent study
we propose to our overall system, a fuel cell unit that will support the overall power system dynamically depending on
control system. Statistics say that fuel cell works more than 85% efficiently comparing to the conventional generator. Based
on electrolyte compositions and how efficiently the device can be modeled and integrated each cell, are the factors that
define efficiency. In our research, we find that there are many electrolyte compositions like Proton exchange membrane fuel
cell, Phosphoric acid fuel cell, Molten carbonate fuel cell, Solid oxide fuel cell. Of them molten carbonate fuel cell has the
highest efficiency but we proposed here the Solid oxide fuel cell considering low carbon emission and other facts; also here
efficiency is good enough, almost 45% to 55% [8, 18, 19]. We get our electrolyte composition using renewable fuels and use
it repeatedly as a means of renewable [22, 23, 24].

7

CONTROL UNIT

The control unit is the most important part of this proposed technology. Through this unit all the power generating units
including conventional units are integrated and communicated each other, to meet the peak demand. In control unit a real
time monitoring system is employed, so that if there is any real time fault or over load fault will be monitored before any
disturbance occurs, and our hybrid units all together tackle that future fault, future prediction. The whole area, say countr y;
will be divided into many sub area and generation, control, storage and distribution units will be there for each respective
area for greater benefits of maintenance. Accompanied with conventional power generation units all together this hybrid
system reduces dependency of non-renewable based power plants and easy to handle power distribution as per required.
Through this control system transmission and distribution even generation loss will be reduced almost half of the cost as
anticipated through engineering economics concept [25-27, 33-35, 39, 40].

8

STORAGE & DISTRIBUTION UNIT

In this unit there will be several electrical energy storage devices, and they will be integrated so that it can store more
change in a parallel connection. Our goal is to grid integration of the whole system so that the cost will be lower as usual and
that is why we use grid tie inverter for the grid integration purpose[17] .Through distribution units, controlled by control
section, we can efficiently distributed our generated power as per required through automation. Though Smart grid system is
still just a concept but through this proposed technology and management system, we can precede one step closer to smart
system. For our modeling purpose, here we designed just solar cell unit's grid integration process and we skipped the control
unit for easy understanding of this unit [25-35].
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Figure 8: Grid line integration using a grid-tie-Inverter simple block diagram of only one Unit of the whole system.
(Independent research i.e. google.com, [13])
Source: Independent research (photo credit self)

9

IMPLEMENTATION

As each unit is renewable resource based, so place selection for implementing these units is a big issue. The solution is
not that straight forward. We have to go through a little bit analysis on some facts like solar insolation rate, sunlight
availability, wind availability and other matters. We have to analyze statistical data for example for a particular region like
mentioned before, to reach to a proper reliable solution to implement this hybrid system economically, efficiently in a long
term basis and sustainable way. As electrical power transmission is done by transmission wire, so there is a great possibility
of power loss at each unit, and to tackle this loss our control system unit plays an important role, that reduces the power
loss, maintain power flow and transfer as per required [36-38].

10 EFFECTS
The major advantage of this whole system is that, the each unit works independently and it’s a dynamic system that
supports continuously each other and in case of failure of any unit, the storage unit starts contributing to supply through
control system by automation, to ensure the continuous flow of electricity. And through engineering economics concepts the
implementation cost and other cost will turn into benefits, within half of a decade as extension of both the consumer surplus
and producer surplus. Further research on engineering management to afford the implementation cost is undergoing.

11 CONCLUSION
This paper is based on many dependent or independent studies, done over time. Through innovation, we are able to
choose selective technologies, methodologies and management system by doing researches and studies, to extend the
electric power system to a most sustainable and reliable stage. We analyzed our present scenario of power sector, and
gradually we develop a simple practical solution. Further extension on this proposed plan is still undergoing, and very soon
this may reach us to a smart power generation in the long run.
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